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Ontario Provincial Police
Ontario Provincial  Police
Justice Officials Protection
& Investigations Section (JOPIS) Equipment Agreement
Notes
ER077 is to be completed by a JOPIS member for all Clients who have been identified by the Ontario Provincial Police as requiring the use of the following equipment and for all Clients who have requested the use of the following equipment. For the purpose of this form, Clients are members of the Justice Protection Group, as outlined by the current JOPIS mandate. The JOPIS member reviews the content of the ER077, including liabilities and limitations related to each piece of equipment, with the Client. The Client reviews the completed ER077 and signs. The JOPIS member files the signed ER077 according to JOPIS Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
Request Information
Extension
Primary Investigator
Secondary Investigator
Client
Secondary Contact
Client Address
Client Vehicle 1
Client Vehicle 2
Equipment Required
The SPOT device is a GPS based alert system that requires line of sight to the sky. The device is monitored for any “Okay” status checks via a computer server that sends a message with the device location to the case manager. There is a slight delay in the receipt of this message. The “SOS” alert feature sends the location to a call center that in turn notifies the OPP Duty Office 24 hours a day. The Duty Office in turn follows the filed instructions for contact and police response. The Client acknowledges that due to the remote deployment of this device, assistance may be delayed and the device should not be considered two-way communication. The battery life of the device is such that it may be left on during its term of deployment with the Client.
The LOLA device is a GSM/GPS based alert system that requires cellular tower connection on the cellular network. It can communicate directly to the case manager via a cellular phone SIM card only. The voice communication also activates a message with your approximate location by use of GPS and tower triangulation. In addition the device can be programmed to send alerts for falls, location or Geo-fencing and high speed alerts. Travel is logged in 5 minute intervals. The Client acknowledges that due to the cellular nature of this device and possible network issues, assistance may be delayed. The device MUST be charged nightly for the internal batteries to function during a normal working day.
The DROP CAM is used to assist the case manager in determining risk factors and the development of a safety plan. It is a device that uses a Client’s home wireless internet connection. It can use approximately 2 GB of data upload a day. The Client acknowledges that the device records to a cloud server accessed only by the case manager and is stored for 7 days of usage. JOPIS deactivates the sound recording feature and places the device respectful of the privacy of the Client. The device is NOT monitored on a full time basis and should not be regarded as a safety device or alarm. Interruption of the Client’s internet will stop the recording process until the connection is restored.
The LTL ACORN Scout camera is a motion –triggered security camera. The camera is designed for “Outdoor use”. The camera can take colour pictures and videos in the daytime and black/white pictures and videos at night. The camera has hi-output invisible infrared night vision LED’s for a 50 feet flash range. The images and videos are stored on an internal SD card. The camera must be set up as per manufacturer’s instructions for best results. The camera is powered by AA batteries and does operate in a low stand by power consumption mode. The device does not send alerts to indicate that motion has been detected and it is not monitored. The camera or SD card must be reviewed to determine if activity was detected and recorded.
Client Disclaimer
I understand that the identified equipment issued to me is the property of the OPP. I shall return this equipment in the same condition I receive it in. Further, I understand the intended use and risks associated with the equipment and that it is being provided to me without warranty of any kind, express or implied. I further acknowledge that the OPP will not be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential or exemplary damages, whether foreseeable or not, which may result from my use of the equipment.
Witness
Dissemination
Original ─ OPPCopy ─ Client
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